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Chapterr 4
Managementt Turnover and Corporate Performance in the
Netherlands s

11

Introduction

Inn Section 4 of the previous chapter we looked at supervisory board turnovers and related
thesee to the performance of companies. One of the primary objectives of the analysis was to
learnn about the accountability of supervisory board members. Our results suggested that the
probabilityy of observing the departure of a supervisory board member increases as stock price
performancee of the firm deteriorates. This indicates that there is a response to poor
performancee within the supervisory board and that this has consequences for the positions of
individuall board members.
Inn this chapter we focus on management turnover. Recently, there has been an increase
inn research that focuses on such turnovers because they can be informative about the
incentivess of management. Several authors have suggested that the market-oriented corporate
governancee systems of the US and the UK lead to managerial myopia because poor earnings
andd stock price performance quickly trigger hostile takeovers and shareholder pressure
(Grundfestt 1990, Porter 1992 and Stein 1988). According to these authors, this contrasts with
manageriall incentives in Continental European countries and in Japan. In those counties,
equityy ownership is concentrated, banks are important financiers and firms have long-term
relationss with their investors. These relationship-oriented or bank-oriented governance
systemss ensure that management can concentrate on long-term firm performance, even if this
involvess poor short-term earnings and low short-term stock returns.
Onee way to detect whether such disparities in firm behavior indeed hold is by
comparingg the relation between corporate performance and management turnover of
countries.. One expects that if corporate governance systems really differ with respect to the
incentivess they provide to managers, accountability to corporate performance will differ
acrosss systems as well. According to the view above, management in the US and UK is more
likelyy to loose its position if recent earnings and stock price performance are poor than their
counterpartss in Continental Europe and in Japan. This should then result in stronger incentives
too avoid poor short-term performance.
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Thee main goal of this chapter is to examine the performance-management turnover
relationn of listed firms in the Netherlands. We are particularly interested in whether poor
earningss and stock price performance quickly lead to changes in the composition of the
managementt board. The Dutch corporate governance system seems to be located somewhere
inn between a market-oriented system and a relationship-oriented system. Hostile takeovers
andd shareholder activism are largely absent in the Netherlands. Direct shareholder influence is
generallyy considered to be limited in the Netherlands (Gelauff and Den Broeder 1997 and
Chirinko,, Van Ees, Garretsen and Sterken 1999). Moreover, some argue that management is
entrenchedd in the Netherlands in the sense that they have substantial discretion to deviate
fromm shareholder value maximization (De Jong and Veld 1998). This claim is supported by
evidencee presented by Cools (1993), who finds that 38% of the CFOs that he interviewed
answeredd that either the interests of shareholders are not explicitly recognized or that
shareholderss are ranked as the least important stakeholder. Cools argues that as a consequence
off the weak position of shareholders " . . . Dutch executives have no incentive to care about
shareholder'ss interests." (Cools

1993, p. 264). All these observations suggest that

managementt turnover may not be very accountable to poor recent earnings or stock price
performance.. Our analysis will reveal whether the Dutch system of corporate governance
indeedd translates into such a low sensitivity of management turnover to these performance
measures. .
Thee results indicate that the direct relation between performance and management
turnoverr in the Netherlands is rather similar to the ones reported for Japan, Germany and the
USS by Kaplan (1994a,b). Just as in these other countries, recent stock price performance and
recentt earnings performance turn out to be crucial performance variables that trigger
managementt turnover in the Netherlands. Such similarity across countries contrasts sharply
withh the general perception that corporate governance mechanisms in Continental Europe and
Japann favor policies that maximize firm value through long term growth while the AngloSaxonn system induces orientation towards short-term performance. This study therefore
providess further support for the contention that the variation in the governance systems in
developedd countries does not translate itself into differences in managerial accountability.
Thee analysis of the corporate performance-management turnover relation directly
leadss to the question to what extent specific governance mechanisms are important in
enforcingg this relation. Given that there are large distinctions between systems with respect to
thee ownership structure of firms and the position of banks/financial institutions as financiers,
whatt is the role of these investors in enforcing the prevailing management turnover-corporate
performancee relation in each of these systems?
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Inn search of the forces that discipline management, many studies relate management
turnoverr to the ownership structure of the firm.50 Concentration of ownership improves the
incentivess of shareholders to monitor and to overcome free rider (Shleifer and Vishny 1986,
Huddartt 1993, Admati, Pfleiderer and Zechner 1994). This monitoring effect is considered to
bee one of the main advantages of the Continental European and Japanese corporate
governancee systems. The evidence for the effects of ownership structure on the performancemanagementt turnover relationship in the different governance systems is mixed. For Germany
andd the UK, Kaplan (1994b), Franks and Mayer (1997a) and Franks, Mayer and Renneboog
(1998)) find no evidence that the ownership structure affects this relationship. Kang and
Shivdasanii (1997) and Denis, Denis and Sarin (1997), however, report results that suggest
thatt outside blockholders are a factor in strengthening the management turnover-performance
relationn in Japan and the US. As Mayer (1998) concludes, the evidence with respect to the
rolee of large shareholders in disciplining managers of poorly performing firms paints an
unclearr picture. So, although differences in the concentration of ownership are central in the
discussionss about the strengths and weaknesses of different financial systems, it is hard to
judgee the role of concentrated ownership in enforcing managerial turnover on the basis of
currentt evidence.
AA similar conclusion holds with respect to the monitoring activities of banks. The
controll potential of banks that result from their relationships with firms is theoretically well
known.511 However, our knowledge about the extent to which banks indeed actively monitor
thee firm and influence corporate decisions is quite limited (Edwards and Fisher 1994). This
especiallyy holds for systems that allow for universal banking, i.e. for systems where banks
playy a dual role as creditor and shareholder (Gorton and Schmid 1996)."'
Inn this chapter we contribute to these debates by investigating the importance of
ownershipp concentration and bank control in enforcing management turnover. We use precise
dataa on the size of the stake and the identity of shareholders that hold more than 5% of the
shares.. This enables us to assess whether management turnover is related to the presence of
differentt types of large shareholders, such as financial institutions, non-financial companies
andd individuals. Banks in the Netherlands can exercise control over companies through
differentt channels. They are in fact financial conglomerates that are active in commercial
banking,, investment banking and insurance. Besides granting loans, they are allowed to hold
500
Related studies that analyze the importance of internal control and hostile takeovers for enforcing management
turnoverr are Franks and Mayer (1996), Martin and McConnell (1991), Mikkelson and Partch (1997). Morck,
Shleiferr and Vishny (1989) and Weisbach (1988),
511
See for example Bhattacharya and Thakor (1993), Ongena and Smith (1998) and Thakor (1996) for some
comprehensivee overviews of this literature.
522
See Edwards and Fischer (1994), Gorton and Schmid (1996), Kracaw and Zenner (1998), Morck and
Nakamuraa (1998) and Yafeh and Yosha (1995) for empirical analyses on this issue.
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substantiall equity stakes in firms. Therefore, banks/financial conglomerates in the
Netherlandss may exercise control through their credit relations as well as through their
positionss as large shareholder. There is yet a third channel through which banks can influence
corporatee decisions. Most listed firms in the Netherlands carry a two-tier board structure with
thee management board strictly separated from a supervisory board. Banks/financial
conglomeratess are often represented on these supervisory boards of firms. When analyzing
thee presence of bank control, we search for evidence on whether or not these bankers on the
supervisoryy boards enforce management turnover.
Ourr analysis indicates that ownership structure does not affect the level of
managementt turnover or the corporate performance-management turnover relation. We fail to
findfind any evidence that large shareholders are vital for enforcing management turnovers. Banks
seemm to exercise control when their loans are at stake but not when stock price performance is
poor.. When we focus on the likelihood that a high fraction of the management board leaves
thee firm, we find that increases in the amount of short-term bank debt over assets are
associatedd with higher levels of management turnover when loan performance is poor. In
addition,, the presence of a banker on the supervisory board of a firm increases CEO turnover
ass the cash flow coverage of debt deteriorates. Because board representation in the
Netherlandss is related to the equity stakes of banks and not to their credit relations (see
Chapterr 3), these results indicate that banks use the power that originates from their equity
investmentss when loan performance is poor.
Besidess shedding more light on the divergence in accountability of management
acrosss countries and the role of large shareholders and banks in enforcing managerial
turnover,, our analysis provides some important insights with respect to the relevance of
votingg rights for corporate governance. Voting rights represent a formal channel through
whichh control by shareholders can take place. It is well known from the theoretical literature
thatt the distribution of voting rights and violations of the one-share-one-vote principle are
importantt when corporate governance takes place through takeovers literature (see Stulz
1988,, Grossman and Hart 1988, Harris and Raviv 1988, 1989). Empirical work by DeAngelo
andd DeAngelo (1985), Jarrell and Poulsen (1988), Dann and DeAngelo (1988) and Zingales
(1995b)) supports this. However, in many countries, takeovers are not very active as
governancee mechanisms. How important are voting rights in these systems? Is the potential
forr blockholders to exercise control still intact when their votes are stripped from their shares
orr does corporate control over votes reduce the sensitivity of management turnover to firm
performance? ?
Ass we saw in the previous chapter, many firms in the Netherlands strip the voting
rightsrights from the shares and retain them to protect themselves against hostile takeovers. This
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providess an ideal opportunity to address these questions by analyzing whether corporate
controll over votes has repercussions for the accountability of management. Our results
indicatee that management turnover is unrelated to blocks of votes held by large shareholders.
Wee do find some evidence however, that in firms that control a large fraction of the votes of
outsidee shareholders, poor performance increases management turnover more so than it does
inn other firms. This suggests that corporate control over votes does not entrench management
byy weakening the sensitivity of management turnover to firm performance.
Thee outline of the rest of the chapter is as follows. In the next section we will describe
thee data that we use in our analysis. Section 3 analyzes the management turnover-corporate
performancee relation. Section 4 investigates whether the ownership structure of the firm
affectss this relation. In Section 5, we concentrate on the voting rights of shareholders. Section
66 then focuses on bank control.

22

Description of the Data

Inn this section we provide a description of the data that we use in our analysis. We first
describee our sample in Section 2.1. We then present the data on management turnover and
explainn how they are constructed. Section 2.3 gives an overview of the governance data and
highlightss the most relevant characteristics of the Dutch system of corporate governance for
listedd firms.

2.11

Sample

Ourr sample initially consists of all companies that were listed on the Dutch stock exchange by
thee end of 1991. From this sample of firms, we exclude equity investment companies and
investmentt funds. This leaves us with 156 financial and non-financial companies and we
followw these firms up to 1997.53 Because of delistings due to mergers, takeovers and
bankruptcies,, our sample is an unbalanced panel. The average asset size for our sample of
firms,, excluding financial companies, equals 2.5 billion Dutch guilders, which roughly equals
US$1.22 billion. The median, however, is substantially lower: .4 billion Dutch Guilders. This
reflectss the presence of some large multinationals such as Philips and Shell.

33
We also excluded seven companies for other reasons. Four firms are deleted from the sample because they are
characterizedcharacterized by extreme degrees of concentrated ownership. We delete a cooperatively owned firm and a firm
thatt does not have to disclose ownership from the sample because it is chartered in the Netherlands Antilles.
Finally,, we neglect a small holding company that is traded infrequently and closely held (around 75%) by
offshoree investment companies whose ultimate owners we were unable to identify.

100 0
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Board Structure and Management Turnover in the Netherlands

Almostt all companies in our sample are characterized by a two-tier board structure, with
supervisoryy tasks and executive tasks strictly separated from each other. In this chapter, we
willl only focus on the management board. (Chapter 3 of this dissertation examined the
relationn between supervisory board turnover and corporate performance.) We refer to the
chairmann of the management board as the CEO of the company.
Wee obtain data on the composition of the management board from the annual reports.
Wee also used these reports to investigate the reasons for a departure of a board member. To
correctt for natural turnover, we search the reports of the supervisory boards for the reasons for
aa departure of a manager. We consider three types of natural turnover: death or illness,
retirement,, and age induced departure. The latter involves members of the management
reachingg an age (or tenure) for which the corporate charter dictates their departure from the
board. .
Wheneverr the annual report stated that a board member leaves the board because of
retirement,, we classified this departure as such. Ideally one would like to account for age in
thiss case. Early retirement seems an attractive solution for poorly functioning board members,
andd it is possible that the tenure of such board members is stretched until they reach the age in
whichh early retirement is possible (often 60 or 62). However, we were unable to obtain
completee data on the age of retiring board members.
Tablee I reports the annual average size and turnover of the management board. Board
turnoverr other than natural turnover is labeled 'non standard turnover'. Management board
turnoverr is calculated as the number of management board members leaving the firm, scaled
byy board size. CEO turnover is unsealed. The average turnover ratios are 11% for both the
CEOO and the complete management board. This implies that the average tenure of a CEO is 9
years.. Non standard CEO turnover is 9% per year while non-standard management board
turnoverr equals 8%.
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Tablee 1: Average Annual Management Board Turnover as a Fraction of Board Size,
1992-1997. .
Totall management board turnover equals the number of management board members leaving the firm in a given
yearr divided by the total number of board members at the beginning of that year. CEO turnover is unsealed. The
averagess are calculated after pooling the yearly turnover data of all firms into one sample.
Averagee Annual Turnover
(fraction) )
CEOO Turnover:
CEOO Turnover
CEOO Turnover: Death and Illness
CEOO Turnover: Age Limit Induced
CEOO Turnover: Retirement
Non-standardd CEO Turnover

0.117
0.002
0.002
0.025
0.088

Turnoverr for the Total Management Board:
Turnoverr Management Board (fraction)
Turnoverr Management Board: Death and Illness (fraction)
Turnoverr Management Board: Age Limit Induced (fraction)
Turnoverr Management Board: Retirement (fraction)
Non-standardd Management Board Turnover (fraction)

0.111
0.005
0.003
0.023
0.080

Averagee Size of Management Board

2.58

Averagee Size of Supervisory Board

5.27

Thee management turnover data are quite similar to those reported for other countries,
althoughh they appear to be somewhat low. Warner, Watts and Wruck (1988) find that
(uncorrected)) CEO turnover equals about 18% of the firms in the US. Kaplan (1994a)
howeverr finds a turnover rate of 12% (excluding cases of death and illness). Franks et al
(1998)) report a non-standard CEO turnover rate of 13.6% for the UK. This figure is still
higherr than our total turnover rate for CEOs in the Netherlands. Kaplan (1994a) reports a 15%
CEOO turnover rate for Japan, excluding departures due to death and illness. For Germany,
Kaplann (1994b) finds a total turnover ratio of 11% for CEOs and almost 10% for total
managementt board turnover, which is similar to the Netherlands.

Renneboogg (1996) reports higher levels of management turnover for Belgium. Many companies in Belgium
aree controlled by holding companies. Hence, the high levels of turnover may be related to mobility within the
holdings.. This makes the figures somewhat incomparable to ours.
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Thee average board size in the Netherlands equals 5.29 for the supervisory board and
2.66 for the management board. The sum of these averages is relatively small compared to the
averagee board size in the US and Japan which ranges from 15 to 25 for the largest companies
inn those countries (Kaplan 1994a).ro In Germany, the average sizes of the management board
andd supervisory board are much larger: 7.5 and 17.6 respectively.

2.33

Governance Data

Thiss subsection provides a brief survey of the Dutch system of corporate governance. Most of
thee material in that section is covered in the previous chapter as well. Those readers that
carefullyy looked at Chapter 3 can skip the remainder of this section without loss of readability
andd go immediately to Section 3.

2.3.11 Ownership Structure
Ownershipp data are obtained from the ownership disclosures made to the STE. Disclosures
becamee mandatory on February 1 of 1992. All shareholders were required to report their
stakess to a regulatory agency if they held at least 5% of the voting or cash flow rights at that
date.. The disclosures relate tot the direct stakes as well as the stakes held indirectly through
subsidiariess or companies owned by the disclosing party. Hence, they reveal the ultimate
ownershipp structure and are therefore an accurate source for assessing the ownership structure
off Dutch firms at the beginning of 1992. Before 1992, there was no disclosure requirement on
thee Dutch stock market.
Thee disclosure obligation remained effective afterwards, but stakeholders were only
requiredd to report their stakes if their ownership of voting rights or cash flow rights crossed a
certainn barrier. These barriers are 5%, 10%, 25%, 50% and 66 2/3%. For ownership changes
thatt take place within these bands there is no disclosure requirement. This limitation makes
thee disclosures a less precise source for obtaining the ownership structure of firms after the
beginningg of 1992, especially for higher levels of ownership concentration where the
bandwidthss are large.
Wee classify the disclosed blocks into nine different categories. These are:
(1))
Mutual funds,
(2))
Banks/insurance companies,
(3))
Pension funds,
Thesee countries have one-tier board structures. So, in order to compare the Netherlands with these other
countries,, we need to sum up the members of both boards.
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(4))

Other financial institutions,

(5))

Management board members or family members thereof,

(6))

Supervisory board members or family members thereof,

(7))

Individuals,

(8))

Non-financial companies,

(9))

Other.
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'Otherr financial institutions' are mainly private investment companies. The category 'Other'
referss to blocks held by the state or local government, foundations, employee participation
fundss and to blocks we were unable to classify by owner type. We use Kompass and Dun &
BradstreetBradstreet 20 000 to determine the identity of the blockholders. Table 1 in the previous
chapterr provides some descriptive statistics for the ownership structure of cash flow rights for
ourr sample of listed firms in 1992.56 The table reveals that ownership is rather concentrated.
Thee median largest blockholder holds 22.3% of the shares. On average, around 50% of all
sharess are in hands of blockholders. Banks and insurance companies and financial institutions
otherr than banks/insurance companies, mutual funds or pension funds are important
blockholders.. Ownership by management or supervisory board members (or family thereof)
alsoo accounts for a substantial fraction of total ownership concentration. The average of the
summ of the blocks held by these insiders is almost 10%. Table I of Chapter 3 also shows that
thee equity stakes of non-financial companies are substantial.

2.3.22 Voting Rights
Mostt companies in the Netherlands have defended themselves against hostile takeovers
throughh provisions in their corporate charters that dilute shareholder control rights. In doing
so,, firms frequently rely on anti-takeover measures that limit the number of votes held by
shareholders.. There are essentially three ways in which firms limit the number of votes of
shareholders.. The first concerns the use of depository receipts. The company registers the
ordinaryy shares at a voting trust, which then issues depository receipts that are traded on the
Dutchh stock market. The voting rights rest with the board of the trust, which is (effectively)
underr control of the company. The second method relates to the use of preferred shares and
workss similar to the construction used for ordinary shares. The preferred shares however are
firstfirst issued to foundations controlled by the firm, which then places them, detached from

Inn our analysis, we will use ownership data for the years 1992-1997. These look quite similar to the ones
presentedd in Table 1 in Chapter 3. The most notable difference is that over the sample years, mutual fund block
ownershipp becomes more frequent (sample average 2.7).
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votingg rights, with investors." Finally, there are a few firms that incorporate voting caps
throughh their charters. These limit the number of votes per shareholder to 1% or 5% of the
capitall outstanding.
Ass a result of these defense mechanisms, many firms violate the one-share-one-vote
principlee and the voting structure of firms can differ substantially from the ownership
structuree derived from looking at the shares.58 Table 4 of Chapter 3 reports the voting rights
off the disclosed blocks for 1992.59 The concentration of voting rights is much lower than the
concentrationn of cash flow rights that we just referred to in Section 2.3.1. In general, total
votingg rights concentration for shareholders is about 10 percentage points lower than their
cashh flow rights concentration, decreasing roughly from 50% to 40%. Especially the fraction
off votes held by banks/insurance companies suffers from the separation of voting rights and
cashh flow rights. The fraction of votes held by management and companies are less than
proportionatelyy affected by violations of the one-share-one-vote principle. There may be
control-typee motivations behind the low degree of separation of voting rights and cash flow
rightsrights for these categories.
Wheneverr the firm strips the voting rights from the cash flow, it effectively controls
thee votes. Figure 2 of Chapter 3 gives an impression about the fraction of the votes that are
controlledd by the firm, either through voting trusts or through block ownership by
managementt and supervisory board members (insider ownership). In almost 40% of the listed
firmfirm in 1992, the firm controlled a majority of he votes. Figure 3 of that same Chapter is
constructedd using the amount of votes that are controlled by the firm after stripping these
fromm the shares outside equity holders (those shareholders other than management or
supervisoryy board members). This figure is more representative for excessive control over
votess by the firm because it corrects for the equity contribution of insiders. Such a correction
iss useful because in principle, corporate control over votes that results from insider block
ownershipp does not dilute the voting rights of other shareholders. Figure 3 reveals that in
1992,, there were 32 firms out of our sample of 156 for which the firm controlled more than
80%% of the total number of votes in excess of the equity contribution of management board
andd supervisory board members.
Anotherr source for the dilution of the voting rights of shareholders in the Netherlands
stemss from the requirement to install the governance regime ('structuurregime'). This regime
transferss control rights from shareholders to the supervisory board, thereby strongly reducing
' '' For those that are well informed about takeover defenses, we are not referring to the granting of options on
preferredd shares but to the actual issuance of preferred shares without voting rights.
,88
When referring to the structure of the ownership of cash flow rights, we will use the term 'ownership
structure'.. The ownership structure of votes is referred to as 'voting structure'.
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thee formal rights of the shareholder meeting. In particular, the appointment and dismissal of
managementt becomes solely a matter of the supervisory board. Shareholders have no formal
authorityy over these decisions. In 1992, 58% of the firms in our sample operated under the
governancee regime. When examining whether the relation between management turnover and
performance,, we will also analyze whether it looks different in these companies.60

2.3.33 The Potential for Bank Control in the Netherlands
Thee Dutch financial regulators allowed financial intermediaries to become financial
conglomeratess over the last 15 years. This led to a wave of mergers and acquisitions among
commerciall banks, insurance companies and investment banks. There are three different
channelss through which these financial conglomerates may exercise control. First, as we have
alreadyy seen in Section 2.3.1, they hold substantial equity stakes in the firms. Second, bank
debtt is an important source for external financing in the Netherlands. Third, the management
boardd members of these financial conglomerates often sit on the supervisory board of other
companies. .
Unfortunately,, only the total amount of short-term bank debt in the capital structure is
publiclyy available in the Netherlands. The average ratio of short-term bank debt over assets
forr the non-financial firms in our sample was equal to 8.7% in 1992. In that same year, out of
thee 145 non-financial companies in our sample, 21 firms had a member of the management
boardd of a bank or insurance company on their supervisory board. The presence of a 'banker'
onn the board seems to be related with their equity stakes. Block ownership of banks/insurance
companiess in firms with a banker on the supervisory board was on average 13.0% in 1992,
contrastingg with 8.2% for block ownership in all other firms. The average ratio of short-term
Inn constructing that table, the blocks of shares held by the firm through voting trusts or foundations are
neglected. .
Theree are two additional sources for the dilution of shareholder control rights that we neglect (for good
reasons)) in our analysis. The first one is the use of golden shares and binding nomination clauses. Both these
mechanismss ensure that the appointment process for the management board remains an internal matter about
whichh outside shareholders have little to say. Golden shares typically carry additional control rights as well, for
examplee with respect to decisions about dividend payments, equity issues and changes in the corporate charter.
Off those companies that do not operate under the governance regime, there are only a few companies in our
samplee that do not rely on these mechanisms to reduce the control potential of outside. Chapter 3 shows that
thosee firms tend to have dominant inside shareholders or separate the voting rights from practically all shares to
controll them through voting trusts. We can therefore neglect the issue of whether or not the firm has golden
sharess or binding nomination clauses in our analysis as long as we control for the ownership structure of the firm
andd the use of voting trusts. The second source for obstructing outsiders that try to control the firm concerns the
rightt to issue preferred voting stock at steep discounts to insider controlled foundations. This construction mainly
servess to avoid hostile takeovers. Hostile takeovers, however, are hardly attempted in the Netherlands. This
impliess that the threat of hostile takeovers is not a disciplinary device for management in the Netherlands. So
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bankk loans to assets is only 6.7% for firms with a banker on their supervisory board, which is
beloww average.

33

Management Turnover and Corporate Performance

Inn this section we examine the direct relation between corporate performance and
managementt board turnover. This relation is interesting for two reasons. First, it is
informativee about the overall degree in which the Dutch system of corporate governance
inducess accountability. One expects that if those in control of the company are not the right
personss for their positions, they will have to give up their jobs if the governance system is
effective.. In turn, poor firm performance is more likely if a firm is run by incapable people
andd is therefore informative about the ability of management. The direct relation between
corporatee performance and board turnover therefore in itself serves as a basic test for the
presencee of accountability in the system. We have to add to this however, that finding a
relativelyy low response of management turnover to corporate performance does not justify the
verdictt that the system induces low accountability and entrenches management. If
managementt is being monitored intensely, performance is less informative about managerial
ability,, and one expects this to show up in the data. However, finding sensitivities for
managementt turnover to corporate performance that are close to those found for other
countriess would point at a similarity of accountability across different governance systems.
Thee second reason why we are interested in the direct relation between management
turnoverr and corporate performance is that by including different performance variables, we
cann establish to which performance measures managers are held accountable. Some argue that
thee Continental European and the Japanese governance systems, with their virtual absence of
aa hostile takeover market, are less focused on short-term stock price performance. In stead,
thesee systems are often assumed to induce more incentives towards long-term growth of the
companyy for example by gaining market share at the expense of short-term profits. If this is
indeedd the case, we expect to find the relation between corporate performance and board
turnoverr in those systems to be of a different nature than the relation in Anglo-Saxon systems.
Thiss would especially hold with respect to sensitivity of management turnover to poor recent
stockk price performance.
Forr the Netherlands, the importance of stock price performance for management
turnoverr is interesting for other reasons as well. The limited control that shareholders formally
havee over the composition of the management board and the supervisory board raises the
theree is no reason to expect in a cross-section, the right to issue preferred voting shares to insiders would affect
managementt turnover.
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questionn to what extent Dutch managers are in fact accountability to poor stock price
performance. .
Too investigate these issues, we follow Kaplan (1994a,b) who studies the nature of
managementt turnover in Japan, the US and Germany. Kaplan relies on four different
performancee measures. These are market adjusted stock returns, changes in earnings before
taxess over assets, a dummy for the incidence of negative earnings before taxes and growth in
sales.. The first variable directly relates the jobs of management board members to recent
changess in shareholder value. This performance measure will therefore be particularly useful
too assess whether the financial systems of countries indeed differ from each other with respect
too their focus on short-term stock price performance. The growth of sales variable serves as a
proxyy for long-term growth objectives. The change in earnings over assets in included by
Kaplann to further capture the importance of growth objectives. In our opinion, this
correspondencee is rather weak. We are more inclined to simply consider it as a performance
variablee that represents the importance of earnings performance. For this reason, as well as to
createe comparability with the analyses of Kaplan, we will include this variable in our
regressions.. The negative earnings dummy captures situations where the company does not
evenn generate enough earnings to pay back its debt holders. An absence of sensitivity of
managementt turnover with respect to this variable would be a clear sign of a lack of
accountabilityy and of severe managerial entrenchment.
Wee collected performance data for our sample of firms using the Reach database of
Delwel,, the Yearbook of Dutch Listed Firms and Datastream. Our accounting performance
dataa go back to 1996. To be consistent, we only use the stock price performance data for these
yearss as well. Because the turnover fraction for the management board is not a continuous
variable,, we transform it into a binary variable, equaling one if at least one third of
managementt board members loose their position. We pool all the yearly observations into one
dataa set and perform separate logit regressions for each performance variable. The dependent
variabless are either non-standard CEO turnover or a high non-standard turnover for the
managementt board. We include current performance as well as past performance, lagged one
andd two years from the turnover observation. Table 2 presents the results. 6I

Wee also included board size in the regressions. The coefficient is insignificant in all regressions reported in
Tablee 2 and the results are qualitative similar.
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Tablee 2: Turnover of CEO and Management Board and Performance Variables.
Turnoverr data for the years 1992-1996 are pooled into one sample. The dependent variables are dummy
variabless equaling one if at least one third of the management board members leaves the board or if the CEO
leavess the management board. Regressions are separate for each performance variable. Stock returns are market
adjusted,, changes in earnings are changes in earnings before taxes and the loss dummy equals one if earnings
beforee taxes are negative. All turnovers exclude departures due to age-limits for board members, death and
illnessess and retirements.
CEOO (Logit)
LogL L
Coeff. .
[N] ]
[S.E.1 1
Markett Adj. Stock Return
Constant t
TT
T-l l
T-2 2
Changee in Earnings over
Assets s
Constant t
TT
T-l l
T-2 2

***-2.564 4
[.156] ]
-.355 5
[.405] ]
***-1.444 4
[.442] ]
*** 942
[.432] ]

***-2.446 6
[146] ]
**-5.525 5
[2.494] ]
***-7.670 0
[2.772] ]
2.894 4
[3.0621 1

Managementt Board (Logit) )
Coeff. .
Logg L
[S.E.1 1
[Nl l

-200.24 4
[705] ]

***-2.056 6
[126] ]
-.348 8
[.354] ]
**-.869 9
[.385] ]
.572 2
[.372] ]

-256.73 3
[700] ]

-198.47 7
[690] ]

***-2.042 2
[.122] ]
-2.750 0
[2.301] ]
***-6.918 8
[2.444] ]
2.298 8
[2.660] ]

-248.25 5
[6851 1

-196.18 8
[693] ]

***-2.090 0
[.131] ]
.254 4
[.408] ]
**.869 9
[.407] ]
-.435 5
[462] ]

-249.73 3
[688] ]

-167.59 9
[610] ]

***-!.889 9
[.136] ]
-.008 8
[.006] ]
**-.0I7 7
[.008] ]
.007 7
[.005] ]

-222.61 1
[605] ]

Losss Dummy
Constant t
TT
T-l l
T-2 2

***-2.564 4
[.158] ]
***1.102 2
[.413] ]
.732 2
[.448] ]
-.740 0
[.5631] ]

Growthh of Sales
Constant t
TT
T-l l
T-2 2

***-2.405 5
[.164] ]
-.008 8
[.008] ]
*-.016 6
[.009] ]
.009 9
[006] ]

significantlyy different from zero at the 1% level,
significantlyy different from zero at the 5% level
significantlyy different from zero at the 10% level
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Thee logit regressions reveal that non-standard management turnover increases
significantlyy after poor recent stock price performance. Both CEO turnover and the
probabilityy that at least one third of the members of the management board leave the firm are
relatedd to the one-period lagged stock return of the company. The regression coefficients
implyy that the impact of poor stock price performance on the probability of observing a CEO
leavingg the firm is large. The probability that a CEO leaves the firm after three periods of zero
abnormall stock price performance equals 7.2% according to the regression. This probability
jumpss to 24.6% if we impute the cut-off value for the lowest decile stock price performance
off T-l, assuming zero abnormal performance for the other two periods.
Somewhatt surprisingly, the two-period lagged stock return is oppositely related to
CEOO turnover, with poor performance leading to a decrease in CEO turnover. One
explanationn for this result is that if poor stock price performance at T-l triggers CEO
turnover,, we expect no CEO turnover at T+l because a new CEO has just been appointed.
Thee regressions also show that poor earnings performance triggers management
turnover.. The incidence of a loss and a decline in earnings before taxes over assets result in an
immediatee increase in CEO turnover. CEO turnover is somewhat related to growth of sales,
butt does not seem to be a critical performance measure that triggers turnover. The results for a
highh fraction of management board turnover show a similar pattern. However, the response to
poorr performance seems less contemporaneous, the opposed effect for the two period lagged
stockk price performance is insignificant and the coefficient for the one period lagged growth
inn sales of a company is now also significant at the 5% level.
Thee results reported here are similar to the ones reported by other studies. Kaplan
(1994a)) also finds that management and CEO turnover in Japan and the US is related to stock
pricee performance, the incidence of losses, and changes in earnings over assets. The
sensitivityy of CEO turnover to earnings losses in the Netherlands is strikingly similar to the
onee reported by other studies. Kaplan (1994a,b) and Renneboog et al (1998) find that the
probabilityy of the CEO leaving the firm after a loss in either the previous period or the period
beforee increases with at about 10-17 percentage points in Germany, Japan, the UK and the
US.. Using different lag structures, our logit results imply similar increases for this probability
afterr recent losses, ranging from 9-13 percentage points.
Thee strong effect of recent stock price and earnings performance are somewhat
surprisingg given the outcomes of interviews held by Cools (1993) and Van Manen (1999).
Coolss finds that only 3 out of the 50 CFOs of Dutch listed firms that he interviewed indicated
thatt shareholder value is the most important objective of corporate policy. Only 4 of the CFOs
suggestedd that earnings growth in itself is the primary goal. The remainder of the CFOs
claimss that corporate policy is directed profit maximization aimed at continuity. Van Manen
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(1999)) reports that supervisory board members are also primarily oriented towards long-term
continuityy of the firm. Shareholder value and short-term performance are not the most
dominantt objectives for their supervision.
Thee functional form for the relation between stock price performance and management
turnoverr requires some additional attention. The specification that we have used so far
presumess that as stock market performance improves, the effect on the likelihood of
managementt turnover is of similar direction, no matter whether the improvement is from poor
too less poor performance or from good to even better stock price performance. However, it is
conceivablee that in the regions of good and poor stock price performance, the relationship
betweenn performance and management turnover looks quite different. Conditional on good
performance,, turnover might be independent of performance because there will be no reason
too replace the incumbent management. More extremely, good performance may increase the
outsidee career opportunities of managers, inducing relatively high levels of management
turnover.. For CEOs, such career moves are less likely because they are already at top
positions,, but for other management board members, this effect may be more pronounced.
Too analyze this, we estimated logit regressions that allow for different slopes over the
rangess of positive and negative market adjusted stock price performance, where we only
includee the stock price performance of previous years in these regressions. It turns out that
theree is practically no relation between stock price performance and CEO turnover in the
rangee of positive market adjusted stock price performance. This relation is positive for high
managementt board turnover in that region, but the coefficient is still insignificant. There is no
evidencee therefore that management turnover increases with performance over the range of
goodd performance. Nevertheless, these results do suggest that management turnover and
performancee are unrelated when performance is good. We keep this consideration in mind
throughoutt the remainder of this paper.
Wee also examined whether parallel to the emergence of the governance debate in the
Netherlandss the sensitivity of management turnover to performance has increased over the
years.. Estimating the regressions separately for each year, however, provides no evidence in
supportt of this conjecture. In addition, we ran a regression where we included only the
abnormall stock price performance of the year preceding the turnover observation and allowed
forr different slopes in the periods 1992-1994 and 1995-1997. The results of this specification
suggestt that there is virtually no relation between stock price performance and management
turnoverr in the years 1995-1997.('~ The sensitivity of management turnover to stock price

''-- Using contemporaneous in stead of the one-period lagged stock price performance we found no evidence that
thiss performance variable becomes more important for CEO turnover in the last two years of our sample. Only
forr the regressions where we use the incidence of a high fraction of management board turnover, there is some
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performancee that we documented in Table 2 therefore seems to be primarily driven by the
samplee years 1992-1994.
Thee results in this section showed that management turnover responds almost
immediatelyy to poor stock price and earnings performance and that this performance-turnover
relationn is largely similar to those found for other countries. The Dutch corporate governance
systemm therefore seems to result in an equal degree of vigilance towards management. In the
nextt sections we will try to look at the role of specific governance channels in enforcing this
managementt turnover-corporate performance relation.

44

Ownership Structure and Management Board Turnover

Inn this section we analyze the role of ownership structure for board turnover. We first
examinee whether the concentration of shares affects board turnover. This will reveal whether
orr not ownership structure affects board turnover independently of performance. If outside
shareholderss are active in influencing the composition of the management board, this may
showw up in increased turnover rates.63 Also, supervisory board ownership may induce these
boardd members to become more aggressive towards management in stead of giving them the
benefitt of the doubt to avoid conflicts. We then analyze whether ownership structure affects
thee board turnover-performance relation. This provides a direct test for whether large outside
shareholderss are important for enforcing turnovers after poor performance.
Too assess whether block ownership directly affects management turnover, we estimate
logitt regression where we include the fraction of shares held through blocks as the dependent
variables.. We thereby distinguish between all the different types of shareholders that we
referredd to in Section 2.3 of this chapter (neglecting the 'other' category). This specification
assumess that if block ownership affects management turnover, the effect will be monotone in
thee total fraction of the shares held by the different types of blockholders. Table 3 reports the
results.. The only significant coefficient in both regressions is the one for the shareholdings of
individualss in the CEO turnover regression. Neither managerial ownership nor supervisory
boardd ownership seems to affect CEO or management turnover. There is also no evidence that
thee presence of different types of large shareholders leads to differences in the probability that
aa large fraction of the management board leaves the firm.

indicationn that turnover is related to contemporaneous performance in the last two years of our sample but not in
thee three years before that.
For example, Renneboog (1995) finds that the presence of large corporate shareholders leads to an increase in
managementt turnover in Belgium.

633
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Tablee 3: Management Board Turnover and Ownership Concentration.
Turnoverr data for the years 1992-1997 are pooled into one sample. The dependent variables are dummy
variabless equaling one if at least one third of the management board members leaves the board or if the CEO
leavess the management board. Blockholders are shareholders who own more than 5% of the cash flow rights of a
firm.. Management board and supervisory board block ownership includes the blocks held by individual board
members,, family members and by investment companies owned by board members (or family members thereof).
"Otherr Financial Institutions' are mainly private investment companies. All turnovers exclude departures due to
age-limitss for board members, death or illnesses and retirements.

Blockholder Blockholder
Constant t
Mutuall Funds
Banks'' Insurance Companies
Pensionn Funds
Otherr Financial Institutions
Managementt Board
Supervisoryy Board
Individuals s
Non-financiall Companies

CEO(Logit) )
Coeff. .
Logg L.
"[N] ]
rs.E.i i
***-2.768 8
[.279] ]
-.013 3
[.028] ]
.014 4
[.100] ]
.005 5
[.054] ]
.010 0
[.008] ]
-.001 1
[.009] ]
.013 3
[.010] ]
**.024 4
[.012] ]
.007 7
-245.55 5
[.006] ]
[834] ]

Management tBoardd (Loeit)
Coeff. .
LogL L
[Nl l
rs.E.i i
***-2.120 0
[.227] ]
.013 3
[.022] ]
.003 3
[.009] ]
-.045 5
[055] ]
.001 1
[.008] ]
-.002 2
[.007] ]
-.001 1
[.010] ]
.016 6
[.011] ]
.008 8
-310.54 4
[005] ]
[828] ]

significantlyy different from zero al the 1 % level
significantlyy different from zero at the 5"i. level
significantlyy different from zero al the 10" ó level

Wee next investigate whether block holders are important for enforcing turnovers as the
performancee of a company decreases. We thereby use a similar specification as in Table 4 but
noww also include interaction terms for the total fraction of shares held through blocks by the
differentt types of shareholders and the one-period lagged stock price performance of the
company.. The results are presented in Table 4. They clearly indicate that total block
ownershipp of the different type of shareholders and management turnover are unrelated.64
Theree is no evidence therefore that blockholders are active in enforcing management turnover
afterr poor stock price performance. We also investigate whether a similar irrelevance holds if
wee use a dummy for the incidence of a loss in stead of stock price performance. The results
aree qualitatively similar though.

Forr sake of brevity, we have excluded the block ownership by mutual funds and pension funds, which are
ratherr insubstantial. The results are almost identical if we include these two types of blockholders. Both the
interactionn terms and the separate terms are insignificant for pension fund and mutual fund block ownership.
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Tablee 4: Interaction of Corporate Performance and Ownership structure and
Managementt Turnover.
Turnoverr data for the years 1992-1997 are pooled into one sample. The dependent variables are dummy
variabless equaling one if at least one third of the management board members leaves the board or if the CEO
leavess the management board. Performance is measured by the market adjusted stock price performance in the
yearr before the turnover observation. Blockholders are shareholders who own more than 5% of the cash flow
rightss of a firm. Management board and supervisory board block ownership includes the blocks held by
individuall board members, family members and by investment companies owned by board members (or family
memberss thereof)- 'Other Financial Institutions' are mainly private investment companies. All turnovers exclude
departuress due to age-limits for board members, death or illnesses and retirements

Blockholder r
Constant t
Stockk Price Performance
Banks/Insurancee Companies
Otherr Financial Institutions
Managementt Board
Supervisoryy Board
Individuals s
Non-financiall Companies

CEOO (Logit)
Coeff. .
[S.E.] ]
-2.791 1
[.283] ]
-1.014 4
[.820] ]
.008 8
[.Oil] ]
.010 0
[.009] ]
-.007 7
[.011] ]
.013 3
[.010] ]
**.025 5
[.013] ]
.007 7

Man.. Board (Logit)
Coeff. .
[S.E.] ]
***-2.083 3
[.224] ]
-.659 9
[.658] ]
-.002 2
[.010] ]
.001 1
[.008] ]
-.005 5
[.008] ]
-.000 0
[.010] ]
.015 5
[012] ]
.008 8
[-0051 1

Interaction: :
Performancee * Bank/Insurance Comp.
Performancee * Other Financial Inst.
Performancee * Management Board
Performancee * Supervisory Board
Performancee * Individuals
Performance*Non-financiall Companies

Logg Likelihood

-.011 1
[.026] ]
.011 1
[.035] ]
-.018 8
[.029] ]
.009 9
[.032] ]
.021 1
[.044] ]
.013 3
r.02ii i

-.021 1
[.024] ]
.007 7
[033] ]
-.016 6
[.024] ]
.025 5
[.035] ]
.008 8
[.042] ]
.015 5
]]

-241.35 5

-306.36 6

[823] ]
significantlyy different from zero at the 1% level
significantlyy different from zero at the 5% level
significantlyy different from zero at the 10% level
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Thee specification that we used for Table 3 and 4 is not the only reasonable approach to
investigatee whether blockholders exercise control over the composition of the management
board.. In particular, block ownership might affect management turnover in a way that is
independentt of the exact size of the stake. The mere presence of a (certain type of)
blockholderr may suffice to ensure management turnover. Management turnovers and block
ownershipp are then not monotonically related. To examine this, we transformed the ownership
dataa into dummies. Hence, the regressions then only include a dummy for whether or not the
firmfirm has a blockholder of a certain type.
Re-estimatingg the regressions revealed no evidence in support of the proposed
relation.. We also ran a specification where we used three different dummy variables to
capturee ownership concentration: a dummy for outside block ownership larger than 10%, a
dummyy for managerial block ownership and a dummy for supervisory board block ownership.
Suchh a specification is useful if the presence of outside blockholders affects management
turnoverr irrespective of the identity of that shareholder. The threshold of 10% is used because
practicallyy all firms have at least one blockholder (see Chapter 3). The regressions still
providedd insignificant coefficients for these block ownership variables. 65
Wee also summed up the blocks of all outside shareholders (i.e. those shareholders that
aree not on/family members of the management or supervisory board) and tested whether total
outsidee ownership concentration is important for management turnover. If all (or most)
outsidee blockholders are active in enforcing turnovers, distinguishing between different types
off shareholders is unnecessary. The specification that we used to construct Table 4 might then
lackk statistical power. However, the results of these regressions are qualitatively unaffected
comparedd to those in Table 4.
Finally,, bearing in mind that the relation between performance and management
turnoverr only exists over the range of negative market adjusted stock price performance, we
searchedd for an interactive effect between concentrated ownership and negative market
adjustedd stock price performance. Using the same specifications as before, we found no
supportt for the existence of such a relationship. Our analysis therefore clearly indicates that
outsidee blockholders are not crucial for enforcing management turnovers and that supervisory
boardd block ownership does not alter the stance towards management.
Thesee findings contrast with those of Denis, Denis and Sarin (1997), Kang and
Shivdasanii (1997) and Renneboog (1996). Denis et al (1997) report that managerial block
ownershipp weakens the relation between CEO turnover and corporate performance and that
blockk ownership by outside shareholder strengthens it. Kang and Shivdasani (1997) and
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Renneboogg (1996) also find that outside block ownership increases the probability of
managementt turnover after poor performance. Our results are in line however with those of
Kaplann (1994b), Franks and Mayer (1997a) and Franks, Mayer and Renneboog (1998) for
Germanyy and the UK.
Wee are reluctant to interpret our evidence as an 'irrelevance of ownership structure'
result.. There are several reasons for this. First of all, our sample is dominated by firms that
havee at least one blockholder. The presence of a single blockholder may suffice to ensure
managementt turnover whenever this is needed. Also, we left out any other mechanisms for
corporatee governance. It may be that in firms that lack an ownership structure that induces
sufficientt monitoring, other forces discipline management. The effect in both cases is that
ownershipp structure matters but that a cross sectional regression analysis does not reveal
this. 666 Finally, our results do not imply that large shareholders are inactive in removing and
replacingg management. It simply suggests that the presence of large shareholders does not
leadd to higher or lower management turnover, both after regular and after poor performance.

55 Voting Structure and Management Board Turnover
Votingg rights present a formal channel for shareholders to exercise control. If voting rights are
indeedd necessary for effective control, the previous analysis was flawed and we need to look
att voting right concentration in stead of cash flow right concentration in order to assess
controll by large shareholders. Moreover, one might expect that those shareholders that plan to
exercisee control will primarily hold the voting shares. Shareholders in the Netherlands,
however,, are not unrestricted in their choice for voting or non-voting equity. They have
virtuallyy no formal power to undo an existing separation of voting rights and cash flow rights.
Iff voting rights are important in enabling control, the separation voting rights and cash flow
rightright may lead to entrenchment of management.
Alternatively,, voting rights may not be important to exercise control; outside
blockholderss might be able to exercise control informally. Blockholders who do wish to
monitorr the company would be indifferent between holding voting shares and non-voting
shares.. It is therefore interesting to see whether the results reported in Table 4 change if we
usee the voting structure in stead of the ownership structure.
Givenn these considerations, we re-estimate the regressions shown in Table 4 using the
votingg structure of the firm. We also include a dummy that indicates whether or not the firm
655
There is some mild evidence that managerial block owner increases management turnover as stock price
performancee worsens (p-values 0.09 in both regressions). Further analysis however reveals that this effect
largelyy disappears if we focus on negative market adjusted stock price performance only.
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controlss the votes of outside shareholders. If control over corporate votes entrenches
managementt in terms of a lower probability of a turnover, this dummy should pick this up. To
constructt this dummy, we take the fraction of the votes that is held by a voting trust of the
companyy and subtract from that the non-voting equity held by inside block holders. This last
correctionn is useful because we then have a clear estimate of corporate control over votes in
excesss of the equity contribution of management board and supervisory board members.67
Thee dummy equals one if the firm controls more than 33% of the total number of votes
throughh stripping them from the shares held by outsiders. This threshold is somewhat
arbitraryy but it ensures that we capture those companies that control at least 33% of the votes
ass a direct result of the use of voting trusts. We then use this dummy as a separate term in the
regressions,, as well as in an interaction term with corporate performance. This last variable
willl then measure whether poor performance has a different effect on management turnover in
thesee firms.
Tablee 5 presents the results. Regarding the effects of block ownership of votes on
managementt turnover, the results are similar to the ones we obtained when we used the
ownershipp structure of the firm. We find no evidence that the size of voting right blocks of
differentt shareholders affects management turnover or the management turnover-performance
relation.. The interaction of stock price performance and the dummy for excess voting rights in
handss of the firm does show up with some significance. The coefficient is negative, however,
whichh contrasts with the expected sign under managerial entrenchment. That is, management
turnoverr is higher after poor stock price performance in firms that control a substantial
amountt of the voting rights of outside shareholders.
Thee statistical significance for the interaction of poor performance and excessive
controll of voting rights by the firm changes as we alter the threshold for the dummy. Using
50%oo or 1% for our definition of the dummy value, we loose statistical significance for the
interactionn term. With 25% as the cutoff value for the dummy, the coefficient for the
interactionn of stock price performance and excessive control of voting rights by the firm is
stilll significant at the 5% level for the management board turnover, but the regression for
CEOO turnover produces an insignificant coefficient.68

Agraa wal and Knoeber (1996) also stress this argument.
Inn other words, this correction ensures that we measure excessive control over votes. If the votes of inside
blockk holders are kept at the voting trust, this can hardly be interpreted as a dilution of the voting rights of
outsidee shareholders. See also Section 2.3.2 of this chapter.
Wee also ran regressions where we concentrated on the total fraction of votes under control of the firm. The
resultss are similar to the ones where we focus on excessive corporate control over votes.
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Tablee 5: Interaction of Corporate Performance, Voting Structure, One-share-one-vote
andd Management Turnover.
Turnoverr data for the years 1992-1997 are pooled into one sample. The dependent variables are dummy
variabless equaling one if at least one third of the management board members leaves the board or if the CEO
leavess the management board. Corporate performance is measured by the market adjusted stock price
performancee in the year before the turnover observation. 'Excess Voting Rights > 33%' is dummy variable that
equalsequals one if the total fraction of votes under control of the firm minus the cash flow rights of insiders held
throughh blocks exceeds 33% of the total number of shares. Blockholders are shareholders who own more than
5%% of the voting rights of a firm. Management board and supervisory board block ownership includes the blocks
heldd by individual board members, family members and by investment companies owned by board members.
'Otherr Financial Institutions' are mainly private investment companies. All turnovers exclude departures due to
age-limitss for board members, death or illnesses and retirements.

Blockholder Blockholder
Constant t
Stockk Price Performance
Excesss Voting Rights > 33%
Banks/Insurancee Companies
Otherr Financial Institutions
Managementt Board
Supervisoryy Board
Individuals s
Non-financiall Companies

CEO(Logit) )
Coeff. .
[S.E.] ]
***_22 524
[.297] ]
-.273 3
[.780] ]
-.182 2
[.341] ]
-.006 6
[.013] ]
.013 3
[.009] ]
-.009 9
[.011] ]
.014 4
[.010] ]
.016 6
[.013] ]
.004 4
f-007] ]

Man.. Board (Logit)
Coeff. .

[S.E-1 1
***-2.171 1
[.253] ]
-.529 9
[.663] ]
-.100 0
[.289] ]
-.006 6
[010] ]
.004 4
[.008] ]
-.004 4
[.009] ]
-.006 6
[.010] ]
.014 4
[012] ]
.007 7
[.006] ]

Interaction: :
Performancee * Excess Voting Rights
Performancee * Bank/Insurance Comp.
Performancee * Other Financial Inst.
Performancee * Management Board
Performancee * Supervisory Board
Performancee * Individuals
Performance*Non-financiall Companies

Logg Likelihood
significantlyy different from zero at the 1% level
significantlyy different from zero at the 5% level
significantlyy different from zero at the 10°o level

-1.802 2
[.973] ]
-.035 5
[.029] ]
-.003 3
[.033] ]
-.028 8
[.030] ]
.005 5
[031] ]
-.013 3
[.055] ]
.007 7
[023] ]

**-2.052 2
[.828] ]
-.022 2
[.023] ]
.007 7
[032] ]
-.035 5
[.024] ]
.016 6
[.034] ]
-.042 2
[052] ]
.007 7

-239.81 1
[829] ]

-304.12 2

r-oisi i
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Itt seems therefore that there is something special about the governance in firms that
controll a substantial amount of the voting rights of the shares of outside shareholders. After
poorr performance, management turnover is more likely in these firms than in other firms. This
suggestss that governance mechanisms rely more heavily on corporate performance as a signal
too intervene and then take drastic action by replacing a high fraction of the management
board.. A possible explanation for these patterns might be that in these firms, monitoring under
regularr corporate performance is less intense. Such a lower monitoring intensity might be the
resultt of a difference in the ownership structure of firms. Recall that in Chapter 3 we observed
thatt firms that excessively control the votes of the firm are characterized by more dispersed
ownership.. Table 6 reports the ownership structures of firms that hold at least 33% of the
votess of the company after stripping these from outside shareholders. Indeed, the ownership
structuress of these firms differ substantially from the ownership structures of other
companies.. Management board and non-financial company ownership tends to be lower in
companiess that control voting rights of outside shareholders while banks and insurance
companiess hold higher stakes in these firms. Also, total ownership concentration is lower and
thee stake of the largest shareholder is smaller as well.
Perhapss that our dummy variable for excessive control over votes is essentially a
proxyy for ownership dispersion. We therefore reran the regression of Table 5 using the block
ownershipp of shares in stead of block ownership of votes. This allows us to measure the effect
off excessive control over votes while controlling for ownership concentration. The results are
similarr however to those reported in Table 5. It seems therefore that the stronger relation
betweenn poor performance and management turnover in these firms does not originate from
differencess in the ownership structure of firms. This further supports the evidence reported in
thee previous section concerning the unimportance of ownership concentration for the level of
69 9

managementt turnover.

Onn a similar note, Van der Knoop (1991) finds that supervisory board members of large firms generally
indicatee that they are less closely involved with corporate policies and engage more in arm's length monitoring.
Wee tested for the presence of a size effect in the performance-management turnover relation, using a dummy for
thosee firms whose assets are higher than the sample median. We found no support for the relevance of such size
effects,, however.
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Tablee 6: Ownership Concentration and Violation of the One-share-one-vote Principle
(1992). .
Averagee ownership concentration (in percentages) for the total of disclosed blocks by different types of
shareholders.shareholders. Blocks are only disclosed in the Netherlands if they exceed 5% of total shares. Firms are classified
withh respect to the degree in which they violate the one-share-one-vote principle 'Excess Voting Rights
Insiders'' is calculated as the total fraction of votes under control of the firm minus the cash flow rights of
insiderss held through disclosed blocks. "Other Financial Institutions' are mainly private investment companies.
'Insiders'' relates to the total of blocks disclosed by members of the supervisory and management board, using
ourr broadest definition of board ownership (see Chapter 3). 'Other' refers to blocks held by the state or local
government,, foundations, employee participation funds and to blocks we were unable to classify by owner type.

Mutuall Funds
Bankss and Insurance Companies
Pensionn Funds
Otherr Financial Institutions
Managementt Board
Supervisoryy Board
Individuals s
Companyy (other than the above)
Other r

Excesss Voting Rights Insiders > 33%
Sample:: Yes
Sample:: No
0.6 6
1.2 2
12.5 5
8.3 3
0.5 5
0.3 3
8.6 6
9.7 7
1.7 7
9.6 6
2.6 6
3.2 2
2.1 1
3.6 6
5.2 2
16.0 0
3.0 0
2.0 0

Largestt Shareholder
Totall Ownership Concentration

19.0 0
36.5 5

34.1 1
53.8 8

58 8

98 8

Totall Number of Firms

Inn all, our results clearly suggest that corporate control over votes does not lead to
manageriall entrenchment in the form of a lack of accountability after poor performance. We
alsoo examined whether the relationship between performance and management turnover is
differentt in companies that operate under the governance regime. Using a similar specification
ass in Table 5, we found no evidence that the relationship between performance and
managementt turnover is indeed different in those companies. The interaction term between
stockk price performance and a dummy variable that equals one if the firm operates under the
governancee regime was insignificant in both regressions. We also looked at the interaction
betweenn ownership concentration, stock price performance and the governance regime. If the
latterr insulates the firm from monitoring and control over management by outside
shareholders,, we expect a negative coefficient for these interaction terms. Using various
specificationss (for example those reported in Table 4 and 5), we found that they where highly
insignificant. .
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66 Bank Control and Management Board Turnover
Thee results of Section 4 suggest that management turnover is unrelated to share ownership by
bankss and insurance companies. In this section, we will analyze whether banks/financial
conglomeratess exercise control through their credit relations with firms or through their
positionss on the supervisory boards of firms. In analyzing the credit relation channel for bank
control,, we look at the relative amount of debt in the capital structure as well as at the changes
inn this ratio. We restrict our sample to non-financial companies because the capital structures
off banks and non-financial companies differ dramatically from each other.
Wee first focus on the potential for bank control that results from short-term borrowing
byy the bank. If bank control through credit relations is present, we expect that it will be
triggeredd by poor loan performance (i.e. by an increase in the probability of default on the
loan).. As a measure of loan performance we take the cash flow coverage of interest and debt.
Ideally,, we would like to measure the cash flow coverage of the bank debt, but these data are
unavailable.. We use three different coverage ratios: interest coverage, short-term debt
coveragee and total debt coverage. These coverage ratios are obtained from the Reach
Databasee of DelWel for the years 1992-1996.
Wee would like to know how and whether management turnover is related to loan
performance.. We therefore estimated several logit regressions where we explain CEO
turnoverr and high management board turnover with different lags for the coverage ratios
(usingg separate regressions for each coverage ratio). The results, that we do not report, show
thatt CEO turnover is especially higher when contemporaneous cash flow coverage worsens.
Turnoverr of a high fraction of the management board seems related to both contemporaneous
andd one year lagged coverage ratios. To estimate the interaction between our proxies for bank
loann performance and the potential for bank control, we will both use contemporaneous
coveragee ratios and one year lagged ratios.
Noww that we have learned that management turnover is especially sensitive to
contemporaneouss cash flow coverage, we can examine whether there is evidence that banks
exercisee control through their credit relations. If banks are indeed important for enforcing
managementt turnover, we might find that the interaction of poor performance in terms of low
cashh flow coverage and the relative amount of short-term bank debt in the capital structure
increasee management turnover. Such a specification presumes that as cash flow coverage
decreases,, the probability of management turnover increases monotonically with the relative
amountt of short-term bank debt. Hence, we are assuming that if bank control takes place, it
willl be more powerful as the relative amount of short-term bank debt increases. Table 7
showss that the suggested interaction between poor loan performance and short-term bank
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loanss largely fails to hold when using contemporaneous coverage ratios. Poor cash flow
coveragee of debt and interest is associated with increased CEO turnover, but the higher level
off CEO turnover is unrelated to the presence of banks as measured by short-term bank
lending.. The only significant coefficient for the interaction appears in the regression where we
explainn a high fraction of management turnover using interest coverage as a proxy for bank
loann performance. The coefficient of this interaction term in the CEO turnover regression is
borderlinee significant at the 10% level.
Althoughh there are some outliers in the interest coverage ratio, their presence does not
seemm to drive the results. The significance of the interaction term improves somewhat if we
usee lagged cash flow coverage ratios in stead of contemporaneous ones. In all regressions for
thee high fraction of management board turnover, the coefficient of the interaction term is
significantt at the 10% level. In the interest coverage regression, the interaction term is still
significantt at the 5% level. This coefficient is also significant at the 10% level in the CEO
turnoverr regression, but the other two interaction terms have insignificant coefficients. 70
Wee also test whether increases in short-term bank financing are associated with higher
managementt turnover when cash flows are relatively low compared to debt obligations. The
increasee in reliance on short-term bank debt may give banks an opportunity to exercise
controll even in the absence of default. Franks, Mayer and Renneboog (1998) find that
refinancingg in situations of poor performance increases turnover of management. Their
analysiss suggests, however, that the effect runs through equity refinancing, not through debt
refinancing.. We examine the effects of increases in short-term bank debt financing through
thee inclusion of a an interaction term which consists of the coverage ratio, the change in shorttermm bank debt financing over assets and a dummy variable which equals one if short-term
bankk debt financing increased during that year. Table 8 shows the regression results when
usingg the coverage ratios contemporaneous with the turnover observation. There is consistent
evidencee that banks enforce high fractions of management turnover as the cash flow to debt
ratioss of a company decrease while short-term bank debt financing increases. For CEO
turnover,, evidence of banks exercising control through their credit relations is again largely
absent.. Using lagged cash flow to debt ratios in the regressions provides similar but somewhat
weakerr results.

Wee also used a specification where the short-term bank loans over assets variable is transformed into a dummy
variablee that equals one whenever the firm has short-term bank debt. Such a specification does not assume that
bankk control is more likely as the relative amount of short-term bank debt increases. The results, however, are
weakerr for this regression. In addition, we ran the logit regressions using bank loans, instead of bank loans over
assets,, as the variable to proxy for the potential of bank control. If the absolute value of the bank loans is small,
thee bank may have little incentives to exercise control because there is not so much at stake. The results of this
specificationn are also weaker than the ones discussed in the text.
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Tablee 7: Turnover of CEO and Management Board, Cash Flow-Debt Coverage and
Short-termm Bank Loans in the Capital Structure of the Firm.
Thee sample consists of non-financial companies. Turnover data for the years 1992-1996 are pooled into one
sample.. The dependent variables are dummy variables equaling one if at least one third of the management board
memberss leaves the board or if the CEO leaves the management board. Cash flow-debt coverage is
contemporaneouss with the turnover observation. Regressions are separate for each debt coverage variable. All
turnoverss exclude departures due to age-limits for board members, death and illnesses and retirements.
CEOO (Logit)
Logg L
Coeff. .
[S.E.] ]
[Nl l

Managementt Board (Logit)
Coeff..
Log L
[S.E.11
[Nl

Interestt Coverage:
Constant t
Interestt Coverage
Short-termm Bank Loans/Assets
Interactionn
Coverage-Shorttermm Bank Loans/Assets

**-1.882 2
[.231] ]
***-.082 2
[.031] ]
1.109 9
[1.673] ]
-.776 6
[.491] ]

***-1.715 5
[.181] ]
-.005 5
[.006] ]
1.115 5
[1.471] ]
-156.78 8
[577] ]

***.].174 4
[.402] ]

-207.57 7
[572] ]

Short-termm Debt Coverage:
Constant t
Short-termm Debt Coverage
Short-termm Bank Loans/Assets
Interactionn
Coverage-Shorttermm Bank Loans/Assets

***-1.632 2
[.282] ]
***-.028 8
[009] ]
-.924 4
[1.535] ]
-.031 1
[.074] ]

***-1.543 3
[.265] ]
-.012 2
[.008] ]
.231 1
[.167] ]
-158.01 1
[583] ]

-.097 7
[.065] ]

-210.35 5
[578] ]

Totall Debt Coverage:
Constant t
Totall Debt Coverage
Short-termm Bank Loans/Assets
Interactionn
Coverage-Shorttermm Bank Loans/Assets

***-1.404 4
[.282] ]
***-.045 5
[012] ]
-1.383 3
[-.889] ]
-.046 6
[.099] ]

significantlyy different from zero at the1%% level,
significantlyy different from zero at the5%% level
significantlyy different from zero at the10%% level

***-1.427 7
[.257] ]
**-.019 9
[.010] ]
.124 4
[1.385] ]
-151.76 6
[550] ]

-.134 4
[.086] ]

-203.21 1
[557] ]
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Tablee 8: Turnover of CEO and Management Board, Cash Flow-Debt Coverage and
Increasess in Short-term Bank Debt Financing.
Thee sample consists of non-financial companies. Turnover data for the years 1992-1996 are pooled into one
sample.. The dependent variables are dummy variables equaling one if at least one third of the management board
memberss leave the board or if the CEO leaves the management board. Cash flow-debt coverage is
contemporaneouss with the turnover observation. Regressions are separate for each debt coverage variable. The
regressionss for the interest coverage ratio exclude observations where the ratio was higher than 75. The change
inn amount of short-term bank loans is calculated as the increase in the short-term bank debt over assets over the
year.. All turnovers exclude departures due to age-limits for board members, death and illnesses and retirements.
CEOO (Logit)
Management Board (Logit)
Coeff..
Log L
Coeff.
Log L

[S^JJ

[NJ

LS^J

[N]_

Interestt Coverage:
Constant t
Interestt Coverage (1)
Changee in Amount of Shorttermm Bank Debt (2)
Interaction:: (1) x (2) x Dummy
forr an Increase in Short-term
Bankk Debt

***-1.830 0
[.175] ]
***-.100 0
[.031] ]

***-!! 494
[.150] ]
***-.057 7
[.021] ]

-1.576 6
[2.685] ]
-.876 6
[1.336] ]

-.134 4
[2.422] [2.422]
-159.80 0
[559] ]

**-4.086 6
-198.76 6
[1.595] [1.595]
[554] ]

Short-termm Debt Coverage:
Constant t
Short-termm Debt Coverage (1)
Changee in Amount of Shorttermm Bank Debt (2)
Interaction:: (1) x (2) x Dummy
forr an Increase in Short-term
Bankk Debt

***-!.. 521
[.192] ]
*-.012 2
[.006] ]

***-1.750 0
[.208] ]
***-.024 4
[.008] ]
-.729 9
[2.967] ]
-.290 0
[.256] ]

.835 5
[2.692] [2.692]
-160.26 6
[584] ]

*-.442 2
[.229] ]

-213.56 6
[579] ]

Totall Debt Coverage:
Constant t
Totall Debt Coverage (1)
Changee in Amount of Shorttermm Bank Debt (2)
Interaction:: (1) x (2) x Dummy
forr an Increase in Short-term
Bankk Debt

***-1.574 4
[.206] ]
***-.040 0
[.011] ]

***-1.405 5
[.188] ]
**-.019 9
[.008] ]

-.724 4
[2.900] ]

1.176 6
[2.721] ]

-.372 2
[.334] ]

significantlyy different from zero at the 1% level
significantlyy different from zero at the 5% level
significantlyy different from zero at the 10% level

-154.09 9
[551] ]

**-.670 0
[.325] ]

-205.68 8
[551] ]
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Ourr evidence suggests that banks exercise control through their credit relations with
firmsfirms but that they do so in a specific way. We fail to find evidence for a specific role of
bankss in replacing CEOs through their direct credit relations with firms. However, the results
indicatee that when the cash flow performance relative to the debt obligation is poor, increases
inn short-term bank debt financing are associated with high levels of management board
turnover. .
Dutchh banks/financial conglomerates can also exercise control over firms through the
supervisoryy boards. On average, 12% of the non-financial companies in our sample have a
memberr of the management board of a bank/financial conglomerate on their supervisory
boards.. As we highlighted in Section 3, the presence of a banker on the supervisory board
seemss related to the shareholdings of these institutions. Firms with a banker on their
supervisoryy board do not rely on more short-term bank financing. However, this does not
necessarilyy mean that if these bankers exercise control, they only do so on behalf of the equity
investmentss of the financial institutions that they represent. It may be that when the
repaymentt of bank loans is at risk, these institutions use their positions on the supervisory
boardd to intervene. We therefore include both stock price performance and our proxies for
bankk loan performance in our analysis. Again, the focus is on the interaction between the
potentiall for bank control and performance.
Tablee 9 shows the results when using the contemporaneous cash flow coverage ratios
ass performance measures. The regressions for CEO turnover show that the presence of a
bankerr on the supervisory board increases the likelihood of CEO replacement when cash
flowss decrease relative to the debt obligations of the firm. The coefficient for the interaction
termm is significant for all three proxies of loan performance. When explaining the incidence of
highh management board turnover, we only find insignificant coefficients for any of the
interactionn terms.
Itt seems that the presence of a banker on the board increases CEO turnover if cash
floww coverage is poor relative to the debt obligation. Table 10 shows that a similar relation
doess not hold when we use stock price performance to construct an interaction term. There is
noo evidence that the presence of a banker on the supervisory board increases management
turnoverr as stock price performance worsens.

''' The results when using the coverage ratio for the year preceding the turnover observation provides similar
resultss with the notable exception that the coefficient for the interaction term is now always positive for the high
managementt board turnover regressions. When using the interest coverage ratio regression, it is even significant
att the 5% level. This may be caused by the inverse relation we noted earlier between bankers on the supervisory
boardd and the reliance on short-term bank loans over assets.
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Tablee 9: Turnover of CEO and Management Board, Cash Flow-Debt Coverage and the
Presencee of Bankers on the Supervisory Board of the Firm.
Thee sample consists of non-financial companies. Turnover data for the years 1992-1996 are pooled into one
sample.. The dependent variables are dummy variables equaling one if at least one third of the management board
memberss leave the board or if the CEO leaves the management board. Cash flow-debt coverage is
contemporaneous.. Regressions are separate for each debt coverage variable. The regressions for the interest
coveragee ratio exclude observations where the ratio was higher than 75. 'Supervisory Board' equals one if the
firmm has a banker on the supervisory board, and zero otherwise. All turnovers exclude departures due to agelimitss for board members, death and illnesses and retirements.
CEOO (Logit)
LogL L
Coeff. .
[S.E.] ]
[Nl l

Management t 3oardd (Logit)
Coeff. .
Logg L

rs.E.i i

[Nl l

Interestt Coverage:
Constant t
Interestt Coverage
Supervisoryy Board
Interactionn CoverageSupervisoryy Board

***-1.526 6
[.151] ]
***-.062 2
[.021] ]
-.853 3
[.853] ]

***-1.861 1
[.171] ]
***-.081 1
[.026] ]
0.263 3
[.730] ]
*-.435 5
[.224] ]

-164.45 5
[576] ]

-.214 4
[.021] ]

-204.61 1
[571] ]

Short-termm Debt Coverage:
Constant t
Short-termm Debt Coverage
Supervisoryy Board
Interactionn CoverageSupervisoryy Board

***-1.502 2
[193] ]
**-.013 3
[.006] ]
-.813 3
[1.227] ]

***-].816 6
[.214] ]
***-.021 1
[.007] ]
*2.721 1
[1.628] ]
**-.200 0
[.099] ]

-159.52 2
[596] ]

-.017 7
[.040] ]

-216.53 3
[591] ]

Totall Debt Coverage:
Constant t
Totall Debt Coverage
Supervisoryy Board
Interactionn CoverageSupervisoryy Board

***-1.386 6
[.189] ]
***-.022 2
[.008] ]
-1.613 3
[1.207] ]

***-1.638 8
[.209] ]
***-.036 6
[010] ]
1.984 4
[1.242] ]
**-.199 9
[.099] ]

-155.20 0
[563] ]

.018 8
[.042] ]

-209.91 1
[563] ]
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Tablee 10: Turnover of CEO and Management Board, Stock Price Performance and the
Presencee of Bankers on the Supervisory Board of the Firm.
Thee sample consists of non-financial companies. Turnover data for the years 1992-1996 are pooled into one
sample.. The dependent variables are dummy variables equaling one if at least one third of the management board
memberss leave the board or if the CEO leaves the management board. Separate regressions are run for
contemporaneouss market adjusted stock price performance, denoted by T, and one-year lagged stock price
performancee (denoted by T-l). 'Supervisory Board' equals one if the firm has a banker on the supervisory board,
andd zero otherwise. All turnovers exclude departures due to age-limits for board members, death and illnesses
andd retirements.
CEO(Logit) )
Coeff. .
fS.E.1 1

LogL L
[N] ]

Managementt Board (Logit) )
Coeff. .
Louu L
[S.E.1 1
[N] ]

Stockk Price Performance at T:
Constant t
Stockk Price Performance T
Supervisoryy Board
Interactionn Stock Price
Performance-Supervisoryy Board

***-2.352 2
]]
-.0264 4
[.442] ]
-.602 2
[.562] ]
-2.129 9
[1.593] ]

***-1.890 0
[.125] ]
-.191 1
[.372] ]
-.853 3
[.508] ]
-190.04 4
[660] ]

-2.158 8
[1.484] ]

-244.38 8
[655] ]

Stockk Price Performance at T-I:
Constant t
Stockk Price Performance T-l
Supervisoryy Board
Interactionn Stock Price
Performance-Supervisoryy Board

***-2.489 9
[.166] ]
***-1.286 6
[.441] ]
-.377 7
[.557] ]
-.137 7
[,1.699] ]

***-1.947 7
[.132] ]
**-.753 3
[.383] ]
-.715 5
[.503] ]
-186.61 1
[657] ]

-.630 0
[1.562] ]

-243,09 9
[652] ]

significant]}} different from zero at the 1% level
significantlyy different from zero at the 5"u level
significantlyy different trom zero at the 10".. level

Ourr results indicate that bankers on the supervisory board rapidly enforce CEO
turnoverr when cash flow performance is poor relative to the debt obligations of the firm. This
conclusionn is somewhat surprising, given that we found earlier that the presence of banker on
thee board was associated with block ownership of banks/financial conglomerates. We find the
differencee in results when looking at the effects of a banker on the supervisory board and the
degreee in which a firm relies on short-term bank debt financing on management turnover
intriguing.. Bank control through a position on the supervisory board seems to result in higher
CEOO turnover but does not increase the probability of turnover of a high fraction of
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managementt board. The control through the credit relation thus leads to a different pattern of
bankk control. This suggests that banks are more powerful when they exercise control through
theirr direct credit relations than through their position on the supervisory boards.

77

Conclusion

Inn this chapter we have looked at the sensitivity of management turnover to corporate
performancee in the Netherlands. This sensitivity is informative about the effectiveness of
differentt corporate governance systems in the world. Our analysis showed that the corporate
performance-managementt turnover relation looks quite similar to the ones found for other
countries.. Recent stock price performance and recent earnings performance are crucial
performancee measures that trigger increased turnover. The typical Dutch constellation of
governancee mechanisms seems to result in similar dynamics in management turnover. This
furtherr supports the conclusions of Kaplan (1994a,b) that differences in corporate governance
systemm do not directly translate into differences in accountability of management. In addition,
itt suggests that management in the Netherlands is not entrenched in the sense that they are not
accountablee to poor short-term stock price performance. This contrasts sharply with the
notionn that shareholder wealth is largely neglected in corporate policymaking.
Wee then searched for evidence on the role of different governance mechanisms as
disciplinaryy devices that enforce management turnover. We found no impact of the ownership
structuree of the firm. Exploiting the fact that many firms separate voting rights from cash flow
rights,rights, we also analyzed whether votes, which present the formal channel for shareholders to
exercisee control, were important for blockholders in enabling them to remove management.
Wee found no evidence that this is indeed the case. We did find however that in firms that
controll a substantial amount of the votes of outside shareholders, poor performance tends to
increasee management turnover in those firms more so than it does in other firms. This
suggestss that governance mechanisms in these firms rely more heavily on corporate
performancee in enforcing management turnover. Perhaps this is due to a lower monitoring
intensityy under regular performance.
Ourr analysis further indicates that banks in the Netherlands exercise control when
theirr loans are at stake, but that their presence is no factor in enforcing management turnover
whenn stock price performance is poor. Their positions as a lender and as a member of
supervisoryy board enable them to exercise control. As the cash flows performance of the firm
relativee to its debt obligation worsens, supervisory board representation by banks leads to
higherr levels of CEO turnover. The data in Chapter 3 showed that board representation is
mostt likely related to the equity stakes of banks and not to their credit relations. So, banks
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seemm to use the power that originates from their equity investments to enforce CEO turnover
ass loan performance deteriorates. We also found evidence that banks are able to exercise
controll more powerfully through their credit relations than through their supervisory board
memberships:: their credit relations allow them to enforce the turnover of a high fraction of the
managementt board, while their board representations do not.

